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S1
H NMR Fingerprint of Syringetin-3-O-β-D-glucoside (3) in CD3OD (600 MHz, 298 K)
The X marks on the observed spectrum indicate the solvent signals, CHD 2 OD and HOD, which in this case were fitted as well.
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S4: HNMR and HiFSA Data for Compound 4 (Case Study 4)
S4a: HiFSA Profile of Agnuside (4)
In CD 3 OD (300 MHz, 298 K) The X marks on the observed spectrum indicate that solvent signals, CHD 2 OD and HOD, were removed artificially in order to allow the residual to be scaled such that it reflects the differences arising from the compound and non-solvent impurities of the sample, rather than the relatively large solvent signals.
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S9: HNMR Spectral Simulation for Micromolide (9) (Case Study 9) (300 MHz, CDCl3, 298K) Spectral Simulation using rounded values for the iterated (A) chemical shifts of the trans olefinic protons, H-9 and H-10, of 9 demonstrate that even subtle differences in δ values produce notable effects in the simulated spectra (B and C). The rounding scenarios reflect a minimal change (1-2 ppb, B) and the maximum possible deviation (7-8 ppb, C) which would still produce the same δ value if two decimal reporting was chosen. 
